IR-MALDESI method optimization based on time-resolved measurement of ion yields.
In the field of mass spectrometry imaging, typical experiments involve ionization directly from complex samples with no pre-ionization separation, relying on high resolving power mass analyzers to separate ions of interest. When an ion trapping step is involved in the analysis, the dynamic range of the analysis may be limited by the capacity of the ion trap, which is easily exceeded. To minimize collection of undesired ambient species while maximizing collection of analyte signal, accurate timing between ion generation and collection is a requirement. Here, a method for achieving synchronicity between infrared laser ablation and ion collection on a Q Exactive Plus mass spectrometer is described and demonstrated through measurement of ion accumulation at fixed time points following a laser ablation event with electrospray post-ionization of ablated material. In a model imaging experiment using infrared matrix-assisted laser desorption electrospray ionization, fixing the injection time at the minimum duration required to capture all ions generated by the last laser pulse in a sequence is shown to maximize target ion abundances. Using optimized timing is shown to yield a doubling or better of useful signal compared to previously used parameters. Graphical abstract Illustration of the effects of signal optimization on data quality for a single lipid species (cholesterol) measured from mouse liver tissue.